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Bestselling author and world-famous makeup artist Bobbi Brown reveals her expert techniques for
creating show-stopping eye— Famous for her signature glasses look, Bobbi also shares her tried-and-
true tips for choosing frames and wearing makeup with eyeglasses. To coincide with the start of
Bobbi's eyewear range and a brand-new eyesight makeup palette, Everything Eyes covers basic
vision care, essential brushes and equipment, and step-by-stage tutorials for 10 stunning looks.from
everyday natural to smoky to party sparkle. And that means every female! This fashionable, take-
anywhere hardcover is the manual for all ladies who want gorgeous eyes.
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Classic, pure, beautiful and even exclusive, Bobbie Brown. If you're interested in looking great than
having great looking make-up, then this publication is for you! Just avoid or purchase it at your own
risk. So pleased I stuck with instinct and faith in Bobbie Dark brown! First me, I'm 53, black, and
usually wear glasses. Nor do there appearance plain. I'm not wallflower. But I love understatement
with an outrageous surprise punch. Bizarre statement, plenty of very tasteful looks.!3). Tank best
and shorts? Yep, sequined natural cotton tanks with Madras plaid shorts (J Crew) and high-wedge
sandals or flip-flops to proceed anywear throughout a hot summer day time. "Too much about
eyeglasses. Which is exactly what Bobbie Dark brown lays out in this compact book. She gives
you the building blocks and stacks them high. Now, having said that, I'll compare in part predicated
on criticisms I go through. As a critics group, they don't make sense.1). It's too fundamental - no, it's
Bobbie Brown. If you want to use 5 eyes shadow shades, duplicate a fad/Hollywood look, or
RuPaul, this book is NOT for you personally. There are unique looks aswell. Do we make use of
simmer or not, how about lining the whole eye, is black too solid/bold a color for all of us, what
about large lids, or smokey vision techniques for more mature women? "There's nothing brand-
new." It's Bobbie Brown, she's as yet not known as a trendsetter. For those who have ALL of her
additional books you've already wasted money. fashion statements with epic footwear - no special
event needed. "Models are too young".. I proved helpful in cosmetics thru and after university. I
possibly could wear every appearance I saw on my first pass thru each section. The info is simple
more than enough to provide you with courage to try some of her suggestions. You can "age" the
looks by adding full-blown war color: blush, lipstick, and the facial skin contouring crap.4). I would
recommend buying that publication over this one as it has a few additional tips about things such
as foundation and concealer.. I was expecting better, additional information and helpful tips I actually
was expecting better, more details and helpful tips. Not a tutorial publication, I was searching for a
book that would teach how to grasp brows, Smokey eye, and different shades of eye shadow this
publication as false. Not helpful for learning eye makeup application Fairly disappointing book. She
offers you the elements and runs on the formula. In the beginning she lays out, in great details, the
brushes she uses, offers you a pic with arrows defining what tones goes where, plus much more!
Plenty of information.You've been watching way too many YouTube makeup how-tos (I hate them,
much too complicated, and fake, air-brushed, mannequin-looking results.)5). "Insufficient appears".
I'm known for interesting, striking, also what? "No smoky eyesight" - there's a full page called
"smokey eyesight".6). I really like taking basic, classic, elements and adding some twist. I was
longing for helpful instruction from a specialist on building beautiful and interesting eye make-up, but I
completed the book having learned basically only I knew. I'm still reading it, but it provides a
perspective into the makeup artist job. There's plenty of info without the eyeglasses section. It
generally does not take apart from the rest. It's a great guide for advanced sunglasses too. An
interesting book might have been outstanding for all age groups if it hadn't skipped the tag. I was
wishing that it would have more advice on making up older eyes, but it didn't. Financial firms not the
book to become a professional, It is even more of a coffee book to entertain yourself to pass time.
For me this publication was worthless, but others gets something out of the if indeed they don't own
additional Bobbi Brown books or if indeed they have a different shaped face. I don't understand this
at all! Extremely redundant with many sections almost word for word repeated from Dark brown’s
other publication Bobbi Brown Makeup Manual. "Not enough info". Overall, this publication is sparse
on make-up instruction and full of lots of rehashed beauty guidance on diet/rest/etc." Quip: Well,
way too many white girls too. It's been very artiscally educating. It's about eye makeup, everything
else is subdued. Decent book It was a gift, but I believe she liked it. Those folks who are 35 and
older, could of used ideas on how to look our best as well.2). Personally i think we, of a particular



age, were forgotten or brief changed. Apart from choosing eyeglass frames, no new information in
the event that you own other Bobbi Brown books Very little new here when you have Bobbi
Brown's other books. Meh I really do feel this publication is best for people who are simply beginning
their journey into makeup. I'd not advocate it to individual's that have a basic knowledge of vision
brushes and eyeshadow program though. In my own personal experience, this publication left me
desiring more. Lastly in my opinion the price tag is too steep for what this reserve provides.After
reading other testimonials I almost didn't order this book. Very useful This book covers a number of
looks for your eyes with step by step directions. I was excited when I received my publication but
was quickly disappointed. Eloquent, concise, and immensely helpful I’m all about Bobbi’s approach
to makeup and life generally. Pass This book was ok if you want something basic. I’m not a make
up artist, therefore i definitely appreciate this reserve. Not a tutorial book, I was searching for a .
And they still don't appear trashy, cartoonish, or overly made-up..measures, pics, what she's using.
However, all the models appear 35 and under. Should be called “basic eye” not “everything eyes”
This book is extremely basic rather than at all for someone that knows anything about applying
makeup. I was hoping there would be some tutorials seeing in was known as “everything eyes”.
One of the pages was literally a tutorial on how best to apply one color to your eye. Very
disappointed. She displays us how to be innovative with makeup while still looking like real, natural
humans... It's still useful materials. Mixed emotions Pictures are great. The only new info was on
selecting eyeglass frames for that person shape, but it didn't even include my rather common
encounter shape (rectangle or oblong)! I was hoping for something more advanced and really
covered "everything" about eyes with how to's on looks. I'm still reading it, nonetheless it gives a
perspective . The title says everything I purchased this for my girl actually however the tips are
perfect. This book switches into detail on list of positive actions and techniques I really like this
publication and my daughter adored it aswell !! There is a good section that shows you how exactly
to apply your eyeshadow when putting on glasses by the shape of the frames which impressed
me Expert advice, clearly stated I have always enjoyed Bobbi Brown Cosmetics. This publication fell
nothing short of my targets.. It had been disappointing, which is normally unfortunate, because I
really like Bobbi Brown
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